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satellite weather and GWX 68 weather radar; Technisonic
TDFM-136D VHF FM; NAT N301 ICS; and Rockwell Collins
Proline II radios, TDR-94D mode S transponder, ALT-4000
radar altimeter, DME-42 distance measuring equipment
and AHC-3000 dual attitude heading reference systems. In
addition to all that, there is also Avidyne’s TAS 620 traffic
advisory system, Artex’s 406 megahertz emergency locator
transmitter system, Universal’s cockpit voice recorder and
dual Thommen air data computers.
A key feature of the Sagem installation saw the replacement of older analog engine and transmission pressuresensing devices with new state-of-the-art equipment.
According to Carson, the newer equipment is more easily
repaired or replaced than the original 40-year-old sensors
and indicators.
The Certification

A 21st Century

S-61
F

The latest in the series
of improvements Carson
Helicopters has made to the
S-61 now includes the first-ever
glass cockpit.

For anyone who’s watched Frank Carson over the last few
years, you’ve probably realized he’s been building a 21st
century helicopter, piece by piece. “I think the Sikorsky
S-61 is the best helicopter ever made,” said Carson. “It’s
fast, smooth, has a large cabin and is very reliable. It
would be nice if Sikorsky would build a new version.”
Sikorsky, however, is not likely to resume production
of a 1950s design it last produced nearly 30 years ago.
As such, the visionary owner and president of Carson
Helicopters Inc. (CHI) has taken it upon himself to modernize the original S-61 design, one element at a time. In fact,
the next major step toward modernization, installing a
glass cockpit, is currently being test flown and will soon
be certified.
“I have been thinking about a glass cockpit for years,”
said Carson. “The added situational awareness and reliability, plus the additional capabilities, provide the pilot
with a more user-friendly cockpit. I initially approached
two other completion centers in the U.S. to carry out my
vision of a new cockpit before I found the company that
would meet my timetable and budget. Sagem Avionics
had suggested that I contact Vector Helicopter Services in
Langley, B.C., and this first aircraft will be used as a test
platform to develop the STC . . . .” The resulting supplemental type certificate (STC) will be owned by Carson, but
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Vector has the rights to use it for other customers’ S-61s.
While the avionics upgrade was being carried out,
Vector also performed a 9,000-hour inspection, repainted
the ship, repaired or renewed any airframe or dynamic
component part, and replaced every wire in the ship with
the latest and lightest wire types. As a result of this and
the Carson composite main rotor blades, the empty
weight of the aircraft was reduced from 13,352 pounds
to 12,191 pounds.

The first step in the STC process is the visual flight rules
(VFR) approval, which is very complex. It requires all equipment functions be verified to meet both technical and
operational considerations. It must also ensure all systems
are not only working as per their certifications, but are
also communicating the correct data to the Sagem ICDS
units, under all conditions.
Once the initial test-flying and certifications are complete, Vector plans to certify the installation to instrument
flight rules (IFR) standards. “Sagem is presently carrying
out additional upgrading and certification of the equipment
. . . .” said Elvis Moniz director of operations for Vector’s
Langley facility. “Once the equipment is VFR approved,
we will develop an IFR STC. The main changes to the
equipment for IFR operation will primarily be softwarerelated items.”
Said Carson, “The more capable the helicopter can be,
the more job opportunities are available. Rescue work and

other tasks that require a large IFR-certified helicopter are
going to be some of the areas for business expansion with
the S-61.”
Of course, CHI has no intention of stopping with just the
new avionics suite. “Sagem also builds an autopilot for
the Super Puma,” said Carson. “We plan on installing a
variation of that system into the S-61.” Also on the books
is replacing the existing 1,500-shaft-horsepower (shp)
General Electric CT58 powerplants with more modern and
powerful engines. A decision on which engine will be used
is expected late this summer. The transmission has already
been improved by the replacement of the input assembly
with a more-robust, trouble-free Sikorsky military variant.
The Carson-designed composite tail rotor blades should
be available by year’s end and will reduce horsepower
requirements in a hover by over 50 shp. This translates into
an additional 400 pounds of main rotor lift.
With all of this on tap, the S-61 might just keep going
into the 22nd century.
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The Avionics Installation
The key focus, though, has been on the glass cockpit.
Carson Helicopters has contracted with Vector to build 10
complete installation kits, but has not decided if Vector,
or CHI itself, will install the kits on its other S-61s. "It is a
time and cost issue," said Carson. “Vector might cost more
for the remaining aircraft to be retrofitted, but the downtime could be a lot less.”
The initial installation includes five 10-inch Sagem ICDS10 LCD panels providing flight instrumentation, aircraft
systems, and engine and rotor data; plus the ICDS-6, a
six-inch panel that replaces the original master caution
panel and provides all critical warning information in large,
very-readable graphics and text. Other equipment installed
included: dual Garmin 530 GPS/nav/comms, GDL 69
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